Abstract. Ad hoc networks are a type of computational system whose members may fail to, or choose not to, comply with the laws governing their behaviour. We are investigating to what extent ad hoc networks can usefully be described in terms of permissions, obligations and other more complex normative relations, based on our previous work on modelling norm-governed multi-agent systems. We propose to employ our existing framework for the specification of the laws governing ad hoc networks. Moreover, we discuss a software infrastructure that executes such specifications for the benefit of ad hoc network members, informing them of their normative relations. We have been developing a sample node architecture as a basis for norm-governed ad hoc network simulations. Nodes based on this architecture consider the network's laws in their decision-making, and can be individually configured to exhibit distinct behaviour. We present run-time configurations of norm-governed ad hoc networks and indicate design choices that need to be made in order to fully realise such networks.
Introduction
An Ad Hoc Network (AHN ) is a transient association of network nodes which inter-operate largely independently of any fixed support infrastructure [30] . An AHN is typically based on wireless technology and may be short-lived, supporting spontaneous rather than long-term interoperation [31] . Example AHNs are formed by the devices of consumers entering and leaving an 802.11 wireless hot spot covering a shopping mall (for buying/selling goods consumer-to-consumer style by matching potential buyers and sellers); by participants in a workshop or project meeting (for sharing and co-authoring documents); or by emergency or disaster relief workers, where the usual static support infrastructure is unavailable.
An AHN may be visualised as a continuously changing graph [30] : connection and disconnection may be controlled by the physical proximity of the nodes or it may be controlled by the nodes' continued willingness to cooperate for the formation, and maintenance, of a cohesive (but potentially transient) community.
An issue that typically needs to be addressed when managing and maintaining an AHN is that of routing. AHNs are not usually fully connected; participating nodes are often required to act as routers to assist in the transport of a message (packet) between sender and receiver nodes. Resource-sharing is another challenge that needs to be addressed during the life-time of an AHN; the participating nodes compete over a set of limited resources such as bandwidth. AHNs are often specifically set up for sharing a resource such as broadband Internet access, processor cycles, file storage, or a document in the project meeting example mentioned above.
The nodes of an AHN are programmed by different parties -moreover, there is no direct access to a node's internal state and so one may only make inferences about that state. It is possible, even likely, that the nodes of an AHN will fail to behave as they ought to -for example, a node acting as a router may move out of communication range or run out of power and may therefore be unable to forward packets. Furthermore, system components may intentionally mis-behave in order to seek unfair advantage over others. A 'selfish' node, for instance, may refuse to forward packets for other nodes while gaining services from these nodes [42] . The controller of a resource may grant access to the limited resource based on personal preferences rather than an agreed metric. Moreover, due to the (typically) wireless nature of AHNs, a participating node should be prepared to counteract against rogue peers. For all of these reasons, an AHN needs to be 'adaptable' -that is, it should be able to deal with 'exceptions' such as the ones mentioned above.
Within the EPSRC-funded Programmable Networks Initiative, we are investigating to what extent adaptability can be enhanced by viewing AHNs as instances of norm-governed systems, that is, systems in which the actual behaviour of the members is not always ideal and, thus, it is necessary to express what is permitted, prohibited, obligatory, and possibly other more complex normative relations that may exist between the members [18] . We have developed a framework for an executable specification of norm-governed multi-agent systems (ngMAS) that defines the social laws governing the behaviour of the members of such systems [1] [2] [3] (we will use the terms 'social law' and 'norm' interchangeably). We propose to use this framework as an infrastructure for the realisation of norm-governed AHNs (ngAHN)s.
The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. First, we give an overview of ngAHNs. More precisely, we review our work on specifying ngMAS and propose ways to apply this work to AHNs. Second, we discuss a software infrastructure for the realisation of ngAHNs. This infrastructure executes the specifications of ngAHNs to inform members of their permissions, obligations, etc, at any point in time. Third, to simulate ngAHNs, we discuss a sample node architecture. Nodes based on this architecture consider the network's social laws in their decision-making, and can be individually configured to exhibit distinct behaviour. Finally, we summarise the presented work and outline our current research directions.
In previous work [1] [2] [3] we presented a theoretical framework for specifying ng-MAS in terms of concepts stemming from the study of legal and social systems. The behaviour of the members of a ngMAS is regulated by social laws expressing their:
(i) physical capabilities (that is, what actions members can perform in their 'environment'); (ii) institutional powers [19, 38] , a characteristic feature of norm-governed systems, whereby designated participants have the institutional power (or are empowered) by the system to create/modify facts of special significance within the system, institutional facts, usually by performing a specified kind of act (such as when an agent awards a contract and thereby creates a set of normative relations between the contracting parties); (iii) permissions, prohibitions and obligations; (iv) sanctions, that is strategies countering the performance of forbidden actions and non-compliance with obligations.
Note that there is no standard, fixed relationship between physical capability, institutional power and permission. For example, being empowered to perform an action A does not necessarily imply being permitted to perform A or being capable of A. (For further discussion and references to the literature see [19, 25] .) The laws comprising level (ii) of the specification correspond to the constitutive norms that define the meaning of the agents' actions. Levels (i) and (iii), respectively, can be seen as representing the physical and normative environment within which the agent interactions take place. We have employed our framework for specifying a protocol used to regulate the control of access to shared resources [1] , a typical issue in AHNs. The protocol expresses the conditions under which a node can be said to have the institutional power to request to access the limited resources. Exercising this power causes the node eligible to be granted access to these resources. Whether a node is permitted or not to exercise this power is another aspect expressed by the protocol specification. Typically, the performance of a forbidden action leads to a sanction (irrespective of whether the node performing the action was empowered to do so). Similarly, the protocol expresses, among other things, the circumstances in which it is meaningful to say that a resource controller is obliged or simply permitted to grant/revoke access to the resource, and what the consequences are, and the conditions under which it is physically (practically) possible or permitted for a node to manipulate a shared resource, or obligatory to release the resource, and what the consequences are.
While being a member of an AHN typically implies being within communication range with at least one of the remaining members, being a member of a ngAHN additionally implies being governed by the ngAHN's social laws (see Figure 1) , that is, having a set of institutional powers, permissions, and obligations. Consider, in the resource sharing example, a node N that is not a member of the ngAHN but is within communication range of the ngAHN's members. N can communicate a request for access to the shared resources, by means of sending a message of a particular form via a TCP/IP socket connection, for instance, but its request will be ignored, since N is not empowered to request the resources. In order to become a member of a ngAHN, a node participates in a roleassignment protocol. If the node is accepted in the ngAHN then it will occupy a set of roles expressing its institutional powers, permissions and obligations while in that ngAHN. The decision-making procedure for awarding or denying a role is application-specific. Example procedures are chair-designated (an elected node assigns roles), election (the members of a role-assigning committee comprising existing member nodes or other elected nodes vote on role-assignment), argumentation (the members of a role-assigning committee debate on role-assignment) and lottery scheduling (role-assignment operates on a probabilistic basis). Formalisations of the first three types of procedure may be found in [1, 2, 32] respectively. In all cases, the decision-making procedure of the role-assigning authority is informed by, among other things, whether or not the applicant N satisfies the role conditions (for example, nodes acting as routers should have broad communication range), whether or not N has been banned from a ngAHN, or how many times it has been disqualified (banning and disqualification are discussed below).
As already mentioned, actuality does not necessarily coincide with ideality in ngAHNs, that is, a node may, inadvertently (due to network conditions or software errors) or maliciously, perform forbidden actions or not comply with its obligations. In this case sanctions may be enforced, not necessarily as a 'punishment', but as a way of adapting the network organisation. Sanctions may come in various forms; for example, a sanctioned node N may be:
-suspended, that is, N loses for a specified time period its institutional powers and permissions. In the resource sharing example, a suspended node loses access to the shared resources as its requests for access will not be serviced (since the node lost the institutional power to request the resources).
-disqualified; N loses its ngAHN membership and thus loses its institutional powers and permissions. However, N may re-apply to enter the ngAHN and, if successful, will regain its institutional powers and permissions. -banned, that is, N loses its membership and may not re-apply to enter the ngAHN.
Other forms of sanction are possible, such as, for instance, 'bad reputation' (see [9, 16] for a few examples); the choice of a sanction type (when is a node penalised, what is the penalty that it has to face, who applies the penalty, etc) is application-specific. Another possible enforcement strategy is to try to devise (additional) physical controls that will force nodes to comply with their obligations or prevent them from performing forbidden actions. When competing for hard disk space, for example, a forbidden revocation of the resource access may be physically blocked, in the sense that a node's account on the file server cannot be deleted. The general strategy of designing mechanisms to force compliance and eliminate non-permitted behaviour is what Jones and Sergot [18] referred to as regimentation. Regimentation devices have often been employed in order to eliminate 'undesirable' behaviour in computational systems (see, for example, interagents [35] , sentinels [22] , controllers [26] , guards and enforcers [5] ). It has been argued [18] , however, that regimentation is rarely desirable (it results in a rigid system that may discourage agents from entering [34] ), and not always practical. The practicality of regimentation devices is even more questionable when considering AHNs, due to the transient nature of these networks. In any case, violations may still occur even when regimenting a computational system (consider, for instance, a faulty regimentation device). For all of these reasons, we have to allow for sanctioning and not rely exclusively on regimentation mechanisms.
The process of joining or excluding a node from a ngAHN is a part of a session control protocol which further prescribes ways for inviting to join, or withdrawing from a ngAHN, changing the laws of a ngAHN, determining which resources are to be shared, and so on.
In order to realise ngAHNs, we need to provide mechanisms for informing member nodes of the social laws governing their behaviour -a discussion of such mechanisms is presented next.
Norm-Aware Nodes
We encode social laws specifications of norm-governed systems in executable action languages. We have shown how two such languages from the field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) may be used to express these specifications: the C+ language [14, 15] and the Event Calculus (EC) [23] . The C+ language, notably when used with its associated software implementation, the Causal Calculator (CCALC), already supports a wide range of computational tasks of the kind that we wish to perform on system specifications. A major attraction of C+ compared with other action languages in AI is its explicit semantics in terms of 
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Fig. 2. Computing with Social Laws.
labelled transition systems, a familiar structure widely used in logic and computer science. EC, on the other hand, does not have an explicit transition system semantics, but has the merits of being simple, flexible, and very easily and efficiently implemented for an important class of computational tasks. It thus provides a practical means of implementing an executable system specification. The Society Visualiser (SV) [3] is a logic programming implementation that supports computational tasks on system specifications formulated in EC. A detailed discussion of both action languages and their software implementations can be found in [3] .
Members of a ngAHN should be aware at any point in time of their institutional powers, permissions, obligations and sanctions. Such information may be produced by computing answers to 'prediction' queries on the social laws specification. This type of computational task, which is supported by each action language software implementation (ALSI), that is, CCALC and SV, may be expressed, in the context of ngAHNs, as follows. The input to an ALSI includes an initial social state -that is, a description of the institutional powers, permissions, obligations and sanctions that are initially associated with the ngAHN members, and a narrative, that is, a description of temporally-sorted externally observable events (actions) of the ngAHN. The outcome of a prediction query (if any) is the current social state -that is, the members' institutional powers, permissions, obligations and sanctions that result from the events described in the narrative. Figure 2 illustrates the computation of answer to a prediction query. Example narrative, social laws, initial and resulting social states, expressed in EC pseudocode, concerning the resource sharing example, are presented.
The current social state may be available to (a subset of) the ngAHN members at run-time. Such run-time services may be provided by a central server or, as expected in an AHN, in various distributed configurations. We describe two example configurations below.
Each ngAHN member node (with a private internal architecture) could be equipped with an ALSI module, computing answers to prediction queries for the benefit of the node, informing it of its institutional powers, permissions, obligations and sanctions (see Figure 3) . In this configuration the ALSI module of each node may not be aware of all events (that is, the narrative) necessary to compute a prediction query answer. For instance, a node may not be aware of the fact that a resource is no longer available and thus, its ALSI module may compute that the node is still empowered, say, to request access to the resource. A partial narrative could be enriched by 'witnessing' other nodes' actions or requesting from peer nodes to be updated about the events taking place in the ngAHN. In the latter case, however, the node could be, intentionally or not, misinformed which could result in an inaccurate computation of its institutional powers, permissions, and so on.
A design choice that needs to be made in this setting concerns the social laws available to the ALSI module of a node. Clearly a node N 's ALSI module
Nodes with an ALSI module (cluster-heads) Nodes without an ALSI module should include the laws relevant to the roles N occupies. In some applications, the permissions and obligations of a node need to be private to that node -in this case the ALSI module of each node should contain only the laws relevant to its roles. In other applications, a node's ALSI module could contain the complete set of social laws, thus enabling each node to compute information about any other member (provided that a node is aware of the complete ngAHN narrative).
Due to the limited resources (battery, for example) available to the nodes of a ngAHN, it may not be practical or feasible for each node to compute its own institutional powers, permissions and obligations. To address this issue, nodes with rich resources availability could be selected specifically for producing such information and publicising it to the members of a ngAHN. Consider the example topology shown in Figure 4 . A network is divided into clusters and each cluster elects a 'cluster-head' (CH), typically a node with longer communication range, larger bandwidth and more power (again, such as battery). A CH's communication range covers all the nodes in the cluster. Links are established to connect CHs to a backbone network. (Such topologies have been proposed in the literature for achieving 'good' routing performance in AHNs -see, for example, [10, 33, 44] .) Every message exchange, in this example topology, is carried out via the backbone network; therefore, CHs can compile, in cooperation, the narrative of events of the whole ngAHN. Moreover, each CH is equipped with an ALSI module and the complete set of the ngAHN's social laws. Consequently, a CH is capable of computing a node's institutional powers, permissions and obligations, and detecting non-compliance with obligations and performance of forbidden actions. Such information is publicised to a node upon request (a node requests such information from its CH). Different strategies may be followed for publicising information to nodes -a node's institutional powers could be publicised to all members of a ngAHN, its permissions could be kept private to the node, etc.
It is possible that a CH will not behave as it ought to behave. For instance, it may move out of communication range or run short of resources, and thus be incapable of fullfiling the nodes' requests. Moreover, a CH may intentionally mis-behave -for example, giving incorrect information (informing a node that it is forbidden to perform an action when it is permitted to do so) or disclosing private information (publicising the obligations of a node when these should be private to the node). For these reasons, we may express a CH as role of a ngAHN, specifying the institutional powers, permissions and obligations associated with that role. Violation of these permissions or non-compliance with these obligations will result in 'sanctioning' a node acting as a CH. (Note that the detection of a CH's mis-behaviour may not be straightforward -consider, for example, the disclosure of private information.) A sanctioned CH is replaced by a new one. (Recall that a sanction is not necessarily a penalty; in the case of inadvertent mis-behaviour a sanction can be seen as a way of dealing with the network's exceptions.) The selection of a node as a CH, for the replacement of a 'sanctioned' CH or for the formation of a new cluster, is a typical issue of role-assignment (see Section 2). Clearly, other topologies are possible for the realisation of a ngAHN. Grizard et al. [16] , for instance, discuss an overlay network in which nodes in the overlay, called 'controller agents', monitor the behaviour of the underlying network nodes, called 'application agents', detect whether an application agent violated a norm, and publicise, upon request, details about norm violation (for example, how often each application agent violates a norm). In general, the aforementioned topologies were presented in order to give an indication of the design choices that need to be made for the realisation of a ngAHN.
Apart from mechanisms for informing nodes of their institutional powers, permissions and obligations, the realisation of ngAHNs further requires that nodes actually consider such information in their decision-making process. The next section discusses node architectures for ngAHNs.
Decision-Making in Norm-Aware Nodes
The functionality of a node within a ngAHN can be likened to that of an agent within a multi-agent system. We have been developing an architecture for a ngAHN node (Figure 5 ), drawing upon design principles for agent architectures [20, 21] . We give an overview of the architecture and focus, in this paper, on the architecture module defining how a node factors a ngAHN's social laws into its decision-making.
The architecture is conceptually organised into three main parts: a control module, state & attributes and an ALSI module. The control module includes a communications interface enabling each node to send and receive its own messages. (We assume error-free communications within simulations, although we note that the introduction of deliberate communications errors and correspond- ing error-handling mechanisms is a possible avenue of future investigation.) The communications interface can also be used by an operator or manager to externally monitor and instruct the node. That is, the same type of message exchange that occurs between nodes can also occur between a node and an 'external' entity, with emphasis on interrogative and imperative communications. In the simulation platform described later (Section 4.1), we show that in addition to supporting such input/output operations, the same interface can be used to interact with an 'environment'. In the case of a (ng)AHN simulation, the environment process represents the network topology. Communicative acts directed to this process are interpreted as queries or physical acts upon the environment, which can respond accordingly. In this way, the environment process may determine what the nodes perceive of their physical environment. The environment process can also be used to effect exogenous events (such as time-outs).
The interpreter, a part of the control module, is a focal point of the architecture, linking to all other components. This module is primarily characterised by a processing cycle that enacts, in turn, the perceptive, deliberative and responsive behaviour of the node. These amount to checking for incoming messages, consulting and updating state & attributes accordingly, formulating appropriate (re-)actions and creating optional outgoing messages.
The state & attributes grouping includes elements usually found in deliberative agent architectures. Physical attributes include information like a node identifier, location within the environment as well as platform and communications attributes such as battery power and communications range. Note that some of these attributes are beliefs rather than 'facts' as they may be based on (possibly outdated) information obtained from an environment process. The intentional state comprises current goals and which, of the methods available, the node in question has selected to achieve them.
While analogues of the preceding architectural elements can be readily found in most deliberative agent architectures, persona and social state are, perhaps, less likely to have direct counterparts. The former determines a node's social outlook by defining how exactly social laws are factored into its behaviour. The latter is as explained previously in Section 3, with a subjective emphasisthat is, a record of the node's institutional powers, permissions, obligations and sanctions (as opposed to a record of every member's institutional powers, permissions, etc). Such information is produced by consulting an ALSI module, local or remote (for instance, consulting a cluster-head).
We believe that the design approach described above facilitates our modelling and study of ngAHNs, as it allows distinct node behaviours to be straightforwardly introduced through well-defined adjustment of a single module within a generic architecture (the persona module, for example). This has the outward appearance of introducing a different node architecture without the potential configuration and interoperability issues associated with doing so. In addition, the communications interface 'hides' the internal operation of one node from another, thus capturing the node heterogeneity property of a ngAHN.
Implementation
We have been developing a simulation base that allows us to model the entities and communications that might take place in a ngAHN [20, 21] . Implemented in Prolog, the simulation base enacts the processing cycles of multiple communicating nodes. To do so, it first consults the individual files in which the behaviours of these nodes are specified. These files define the initial configuration of state & attributes elements.
Following initialisation, the simulation base performs the processing cycles of the defined nodes consecutively. The environment cycle is always first to be enacted, while those of the remaining nodes occur in a randomised order. This avoids the development of unfavourable or predictable interaction patterns. Message exchange during processing cycles occurs when data structures, representing node-designated message queues, are consulted and updated.
A processing cycle consists of message exchange as described above, followed by update of the relevant node's state & attributes. During the update, decisions are taken on how to respond to received messages and perceived events -effectively, the deliberative stage of the cycle. This deliberation may produce specific changes to the state & attributes during the update. The realisation that a certain action or event has transpired, or that a particular condition holds, for example, can trigger the adoption of a new goal, attitude or of different means to achieve existing goals.
Resource-Sharing Protocol
In the following scenario, we provide Prolog-based pseudo-code further illustrating the implementation aspects described above. More precisely, we discuss ways of simulating a ngAHN by specifying different node personas. The scenario is based on an instance of the resource sharing protocol mentioned earlier. In this instance node1 acts as the resource controller or 'chair', and node2 and node3 are the 'subjects', that is, they request access to the shared resource.
An ALSI module expresses, in this example, a logic programming Event Calculus (EC) encoding of the social laws of the resource-sharing scenario. This is used in the first instance to establish the roles occupied by nodes. To summarise the protocol, the chair determines who is the best candidate among the current resource requests and grants resource access accordingly. A grant is for a set amount of time, during which the allocated node derives some utility from the resource and may, at its discretion, either release the resource early or request an extension of the grant period. In addition, the chair can entertain additional resource requests from the other node during the grant period and may insist that (command) the node to whom the resource is currently granted release it immediately. When a violation of social laws occurs (and is detected), a node may be sanctioned. Further consideration of these aspects of the protocol (and variants) is given in [1] .
In this example, we characterise node2 as being willing to violate a social law if the utility of doing so outweighs the expected sanction. In contrast, node3 will only contemplate social law violation if it has not already done so within an arbitrarily recent time-frame. We consider one potential violation where a node does not comply with the obligation to release a resource. Consider the following example:
(1) process_message( node2, cmd_release_resource( node1, node2 ), T ) :- (2) holdsAt( obliged( node2, release_resource( node2 ) ) = true, T ), (3) holdsAt( status = granted(node2, TEnd), T ),
TLeft > 0, (6) utility( TLeft, U ), (7) holdsAt( sanction( obligation_release_resource ) = Cost , T ), (8) ( compare(U, Cost) -> (9) send_msg( release_resource( node2 ) ) (10) ; (11) true (12) ).
The process message/3 procedure presented above expresses the reaction of a node (in this example, node2) to an incoming cmd release resource ('command to release the resource') message -this message was sent at time T by node1, in this example. Upon receipt of a cmd release resource message, node2 calculates whether or not it is obliged to release the resource (line 2 of the pseudocode example). A message cmd release resource creates an obligation for the node holding the resource to release it only when the controller has the institutional power to issue such a command. The controller may not always have the power to command the release of a resource -for example, before the time allocated to the holder ends, the controller may only be empowered to command a release of the resource when it receives an 'urgent' request for the resource from another node. If node2 is indeed obliged to release the resource, then it recalls the time (TEnd) until which access to the resource was originally granted (line 3), and calculates the time difference (TLeft) between TEnd and the current time T (line 4). If TLeft is greater than zero, that is, the chair commanded node2 to release the resource before the allocated time ended, then node2 computes a subjective utility based on TLeft (line 6), that is, it computes the utility it would derive from manipulating the resource until the allocated time ends. It then (line 8) compares the calculated utility with the objective sanction associated with failure to comply with the obligation to release the resource (that is, the sanction expressed by the social laws of the resource sharing protocol). If the comparison favours keeping hold of the resource (in this case the compare/2 predicate fails), node2 will ignore the chair's command. Note, in the above example, that if TLeft is less than or equal to zero then cmd release resource was issued after the time allocated for manipulating the resource ended -this case is dealt by another process message/3 procedure.
While we do not provide a specification of the compare/2 predicate here, we note that it represents a key aspect of a node's (social) decision-making. The predicate provides a subjective assessment of the seemingly objective sanction cost relative to a node's internal utility function. It naturally follows that the value of either complying with or violating a social law is primarily determined by a node's private architecture. A welcome corollary is the ability to nuance node behaviour through the specification of different compare/2 predicates. A less welcome concern is the additional complexity that such specifications require.
holdsAt/2 is an EC predicate expressing the social laws of the resource sharing protocol. In other words, the occurrences of holdsAt/2 that appear in the code above (and below) represent calls to an ALSI module capable of reasoning about social laws. As already mentioned, an invocation of an ALSI module may be 'actual' (in the case where the node in question has its own module) or 'logical' (when the ALSI module is located in another node).
Consider another example node persona:
(1) process_message( node3, cmd_release_resource( node1, node3 ), T ) :- (2) holdsAt( obliged( node3, release_resource( node3 ) ) = true, T ), (3) last_violation( obligation_release_resource, T2 ), (4) compliance_interval( CInt ), (5) ( ( CInt < ( T -T2 ) ) -> (6) ( retract( last_violation( obligation_release_resource, _ ) ), (7) asserta( last_violation( obligation_release_resource, T ) ), (8) ) (9) ; (10) send_msg( release_resource( node3 ) ) (11) ).
node3 maintains a record of the last time (T2) it violated the obligation to release the resource. It then compares the time difference T -T2 (T is the current time) with a 'compliance interval'. If the time elapsed since the last such transgression is greater than the compliance interval, node3 will not comply with the obligation to release the resource. Clearly, there are other possible attitudes concerning compliance with obligations and performance of forbidden actions. Moreover, we may specify different node personas by expressing the attitude of a node concerning its institutional powers. For instance, a node will not perform an action, say request a resource, if it is not empowered to do so (even if it is permitted to request the resource). Another node N may perform an action, although not empowered to do so, expecting that (some) peer nodes will not be able to tell whether or not N was empowered to perform the action (some peer nodes may not have access to an ALSI module).
By specifying different attitudes to institutional power, permission and obligation -that is, by adjusting the persona module of the proposed node architecture, we may introduce different node behaviours as required for our ngAHN simulations. (Varying node behaviours can be introduced by additionally adjusting the intentional state module of the node architecture.) This is our current research direction.
Related work
There are several approaches in the literature that are related to our work on specifying norm-governed multi-agent systems - [4,5,11-13,26-29,35,36,39-41, 45,46] are but a few examples. Generally, work on the specification of multi-agent systems does not distinguish between the constitutive laws and the normative environment within which the agent interactions take place. This is a key difference between our work and related approaches in the literature. Our specification of social laws explicitly represents the institutional powers of the agents, capturing the meaning of the agents' actions, and thus expressing the constitutive laws of a system. Moreover, our specification differentiates between institutional power, permission and physical capability, thus separating the constitutive laws from the normative and the physical environment within which a system is executed. A detailed discussion of research related to the framework for specifying normgoverned computational systems, and an evaluation of this framework, can be found in [2, 3] .
Within multi-agent systems research, 'social awareness' can be seen as a development of cooperative behaviour (see, for example [17, 43] ), which has been primarily based on the use of communication protocols. Castelfranchi et al. [8] note that agents using only fixed protocols are unable to deal with unexpected behaviour on the part of their environment and other agents. The authors consequently identify the need for autonomous normative agents: agents with an awareness of social laws and the capacity to both adopt and violate such laws. Castelfranchi et al. position social law-awareness as an influential, but not deterministic, factor in agent behaviour -to them, an agent's ability to choose to violate a recognised social law is equally important as its ability to choose to conform to the same. Our node architecture reflects this consideration by positioning the ALSI as an advisory module to whose 'output' the agent can react arbitrarily.
Several researchers have since proposed agent models and associated theory to address the needs identified by Castelfranchi et al. For example, the BeliefsObligations-Intentions-Desires (BOID) architecture of Broersen et al. [6, 7] introduces mechanisms to resolve conflicts between the representations of cognitive state in a deliberative agent and its obligations. This allows the characterisation of a number of abstract agent social perspectives in terms of the interdependencies, precedences and update strategies of beliefs, obligations, intentions and desires, in which obligations and desires are respectively treated as external (social) and internal motivational attitudes. We adopt a similar first-class view of normative relations in our node architecture from a logical perspective but note that the BOID approach differs slightly in its integration of these relations at an implementation level. It is through the introduction of a specialised implementation module (the ALSI) to our node architecture that an agent is able to perceive its normative relations.
Lopez et al. [24] characterise social laws in terms of their 'positive and negative effect' on the goals of agents and those of their 'society'. The approach of Lopez et al. is currently a formal model of agent behaviour and remains unimplemented.
Sadri et al. [37] incorporate social decision-making within a deliberative agent model enhanced by EC-based formulations of social laws, noting how these can change over a system's lifetime. They use an abductive logic-based proof procedure to compute an agent's time-constrained social goals -expressions encoding what the system expects of an agent. Distinct logic programs encode the preference policy of each agent -for example whether an agent puts social goals above its own goals. Social perspectives are identified (for instance, social, anti-social agents) based on the agents' preferences (personal goals versus social goals). Like the other reviewed approaches, the framework of Sadri et al. does not identify the institutional powers of agents, a concept on which we place emphasis.
Summary
Malfunctioning, either by intent or by circumstance, is to be expected in AHNs. How to identify and adapt to such situations is essential. By specifying the permissions, obligations, and other more complex normative relations that may exist between the members of an AHN, one may precisely identify 'undesirable' behaviour, such as the performance of forbidden actions (for instance, illicit use of a peer's processor cycles) and non-compliance with obligations (for example, denying access to one's processor cycles). Therefore, it is possible to introduce sanctions and enforcement strategies to adapt to such behaviour (for example, temporarily ejecting a mis-behaving or erroneous node from a network).
We have developed a framework for specifying the laws of norm-governed AHNs and executing these laws for informing the decision-making of the member nodes. We are currently developing such nodes in order to simulate normgoverned AHNs and thus investigate the practicality of, and in general evaluate, the presented approach.
